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Large-scale velocity structures in turbulent thermal convection

X.-L. Qiu and P. Tong*
Department of Physics, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma 74078

~Received 16 February 2001; published 29 August 2001!

A systematic study of large-scale velocity structures in turbulent thermal convection is carried out in three
different aspect-ratio cells filled with water. Laser Doppler velocimetry is used to measure the velocity profiles
and statistics over varying Rayleigh numbers Ra and at various spatial positions across the whole convection
cell. Large velocity fluctuations are found both in the central region and near the cell boundary. Despite the
large velocity fluctuations, the flow field still maintains a large-scale quasi-two-dimensional structure, which
rotates in a coherent manner. This coherent single-roll structure scales with Ra and can be divided into three
regions in the rotation plane:~1! a thin viscous boundary layer,~2! a fully mixed central core region with a
constant mean velocity gradient, and~3! an intermediate plume-dominated buffer region. The experiment
reveals a unique driving mechanism for the large-scale coherent rotation in turbulent convection.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the study of turbulent thermal convection, much atte
tion is focused on the scaling behavior of temperature
velocity fluctuations over varying Rayleigh numbers@1,2#.
The discovery of scaling laws in the heat flux and tempe
ture statistics@3,4# has stimulated considerable theoretic
efforts @2,4,5#, aimed at explaining the observed scali
laws. The theoretical calculations arrive at similar conc
sions for the temperature field but have different assumpt
and predictions for the velocity field in the bulk region a
near the cell boundaries. Direct measurements of the velo
field, therefore, become important to verify assumptions
test predictions of the theoretical models@2,4,5#. In contrast
to the great number of temperature measurements, how
experimental information about the structure and dynam
of the velocity field in turbulent convection is rather limite

Experimental studies of the velocity field are difficult b
cause of the severe fluid conditions encountered in con
tion. Over the past decades, many experimental meth
were used to measure the velocity field in turbulent conv
tion and have achieved various degrees of success. E
measurements@6–9# provided useful order-of-magnitude e
timates for the velocity fluctuations, but the results we
largely semiquantitative. In recent years, several new m
ods were developed to overcome the experimental diffic
ties @10–16# and have been used to measure the velo
fluctuations in the central region and the time-averaged
locity profile near the cell boundaries. While these stud
are useful in determining the scaling properties of the vel
ity fluctuations at a few specific locations in the convecti
cell, the overall flow structure of turbulent convection h
remained elusive.

Because of the large number of convecting fluids used
the experiment and the extensive variations of fluid prop
ties and experimental control parameters, one has not b
able to find a velocimetry method that can be used widely
convection experiments. The velocimetry methods used
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far can measure certain aspects of the flow field but h
various degrees of limitations either in the accuracy of
velocity measurement or in the applicability to the conve
ing fluids. Understanding the applicability and the limitatio
of these techniques is very important for correct data anal
and interpretation of the experimental results. We now brie
review several velocimetry methods, which have been u
in the study of thermal turbulence. The main purpose of
review is to compare the differences among the velocime
techniques and discuss their limitations when used in tur
lent thermal convection. One needs to be aware of th
limitations when designing an experiment and they may
may not apply to the particular experiments mentioned in
following discussion.

The early experiments by Deardorff and Willis@7# and
later by Fitzjarrald@8# used a moving hot-wire anemomet
to measure the flow velocity in turbulent convection of a
The flow velocity was obtained from the electric signa
needed to keep two crossed hot wires at a constant temp
ture. Strong temperature fluctuations in the convecting fl
introduce additional noise to the measured electric sign
and thus severely affect the accuracy of the hot-wire
emometer. The large temperature fluctuations may ruin
calibration of the hot-wire anemometer, making the tec
nique unsuitable for thermal turbulence.

The experiment by Garon and Goldstein@6# used the laser
Doppler velocimetry~LDV ! technique to measure the rm
velocity profile along the central axis of the convection c
and the velocity fluctuations at the cell center over vary
Rayleigh numbers up to Ra.2.53109. Because the Bragg
cell was not available at the time to shift the frequency
one of the incident laser beams, only the absolute value
the vertical velocity fluctuations was obtained. As a res
the measured rms velocity profile was contaminated by
varying mean velocity in the flow. In addition, the measur
rms velocities were biased towards the large values, bec
of the instrumentation cutoff for small velocities near zero
was noticed in the experiment that a long-time average
needed in order to obtain a steady value for the rms veloc
It will be shown below that the velocity field in turbulen
convection has relatively large fluctuations and small me
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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values, which drift slowly with time. Long-time continuou
measurements are, therefore, required at each spatial loc
in order to obtain adequate statistics for the velocity m
surements.

Tanaka and Miyata@9# used a photographic technique
measure the velocity fluctuations in the central region of
cell over varying Rayleigh numbers up to Ra.43109. In the
experiment, hydrogen bubbles were used as tracer part
and only a few long trajectories of the hydrogen bubb
were sampled to calculate the flow velocity. No long-tim
average was performed in the measurements. Becaus
flow velocity is small, the rising velocity of the hydroge
bubbles due to their own buoyancy becomes significant
affects the accuracy of the velocity measurement consi
ably. To obtain the rms velocity, Tanaka and Miyata a
assumed that the velocity fluctuations in the central reg
are homogeneous and isotropic, which is not valid for lar
aspect-ratio convection cells, as will be shown below.

In a low-temperature helium convection experime
Sano, Wu, and Libchaber@10# measured the large-scale flo
velocity near the sidewall of the cell over varying Ra up
Ra;1012. By measuring the cross-correlation function b
tween two temperature signals, they obtained the ave
transit time of the temperature fluctuations~thermal plumes!
across two adjacent temperature probes. The flow veloci
determined by the distance between the two tempera
probes divided by the transit time. This method was a
used later in several other convection experiments using
ther low-temperature helium gas@17,18# or mercury@19# as
the working fluid. Like many other time-of-flight velocime
ters, however, the dual-probe method is sensitive only
large velocity fluctuations.

Because of turbulent velocity fluctuations, the large te
perature fluctuations~or thermal plumes! travel not only in
the direction parallel to the connecting line between the t
temperature probes but also in the transverse directi
When the transit time across the two probes becomes lo
than that across the lateral dimension of a single probe~or of
a thermal plume!, the temperature fluctuation will not cros
the two probes in succession and hence their motion ca
be detected by the cross-correlation scheme. By equating
two transit times, one finds the cutoff velocityvc
.s(l /r 0), where s is the rms velocity,l is the spatial
separation between the two temperature probes, andr 0 is the
larger lateral dimension of either the temperature probe
the thermal plume. In the experiment by Sanoet al. @10#,
l .2 mm andr 0.0.2 mm~probe size!, and hence we have
vc.10s. If we use the plume size;1 mm ~the thermal
boundary layer thickness at Ra.109) as the typical value of
r 0, we find vc.2s. Clearly, the dual-probe method work
only in the region where the mean velocity is much larg
than its standard deviation.

Instead of using two temperature probes, Xin, Xia, a
Tong@13,20# developed a dynamic light scattering method
measure the transit time of small seed particles in wate
cross two parallel laser beams. With this technique, t
measured the velocity boundary layer profile near a cond
ing surface in the Ra range 108,Ra,1010. Because the lase
beams are noninvasive, their separationl can be set very
03630
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small (l .0.2 mm!. As a result, the cutoff velocity is re
duced tovc.2.2s. As will be shown below, in the boundar
layer region the longitudinal velocity componentu is much
larger than the normal velocity componentv, and therefore
the effect ofvc on the measuredu is small.

In contrast to the situation near the boundary, the effec
the cutoff velocityvc becomes significant in the central re
gion of the cell, where the velocity fluctuations becom
larger than their mean values. To solve this problem, Sh
Xia, and Tong@12# used the technique of single-beam tw
color cross-correlation spectroscopy@21# to measure the ve
locity fluctuations at the cell center, where the mean veloc
is zero. The single-beam method uses the intensity cr
correlation function to resolve the beam crossing time.
should be mentioned that both the dual-beam~or dual-
temperature-probe! method and the single-beam method u
the time-averaged cross-correlation functiong(t) to resolve
the time of flight. Consequently, information about the v
locity statistics is convoluted in the measuredg(t). The ob-
tained velocity parameters from the curve fitting, therefo
become model dependent.

In a study of the temperature and velocity profiles of tu
bulent convection in water, Tilgner, Belmonte, and Libchab
@11# used an imaging method to determine the traveling d
tance of electrochemically labeled particles of fluid in
given time. Because the imaging method requires man
accumulation, the velocity measurements were conduc
only at a single value of Ra (.109). While it is adequate to
obtain a good velocity profile, the imaging technique
rather limited by its low sampling rate and poor veloci
statistics.

Recently, Ashkenazi and Steinberg@16# studied turbulent
convection in compressed SF6 near its gas-liquid critical
point. Critical density fluctuations of the fluid scatter lig
strongly and were used as the ‘‘seed particles’’ for the LD
measurement. Unlike the solid seed particles, however,
internal dynamics of the critical density fluctuations in tu
bulent convection may introduce additional noise to the LD
measurement. In fact, the frequency shiftV measured in this
case has three contributions:V5q•v1veq1v tur , where
q•v is the Doppler beat frequency associated with the tra
lational motion of the fluid droplet withv being the local
velocity andq the photon momentum transfer vector. Th
frequency shiftveq is due to the~equilibrium! critical fluc-
tuations at a fixed temperatureT, andv tur is an additional
contribution due to the temperature fluctuations in turbul
convection.

Ashkenazi and Steinberg argued thatveq is very small
when compared withq•v, but they ignored the importan
contribution ofv tur . Because of the strong dependence
the fluid properties on the effective temperatureT2Tc ,
whereTc is the critical temperature of the gas-liquid trans
tion, v tur is strongly correlated withq•v in time and may
become very large whenT2Tc is small. As a result, the
LDV measurements in SF6 could be contaminated by th
strong temperature fluctuations in turbulent convecti
While singular behavior of the fluid properties near the cr
cal point offers opportunities to vary the Rayleigh numb
4-2
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LARGE-SCALE VELOCITY STRUCTURES IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 036304
and the Prandtl number in a wide range (109,Ra,1014, 1
,Pr,100), great care must be exercised because all
fluid properties become ill-defined when the temperat
fluctuations in turbulent convection are comparable toT
2Tc .

In this paper, we present a comprehensive study of la
scale velocity structures in turbulent thermal convection. T
experiment is conducted in three different aspect-ratio c
filled with water. The technique of LDV is used to measu
the mean velocity profiles and the velocity statistics o
varying Ra and spatial positions across the whole convec
cell. The fiber-optic LDV is a matured technique with hig
accuracy~better than 1%) and fast sampling rate. It is no
intrusive and is capable of measuring the local velocity o
a long period of time. In the experiment to be describ
below, we measure the local velocity over a long period
time up to 7–8 h at each spatial location. More than 26
laser hours are spent in total to obtain a complete serie
velocity data at various Rayleigh numbers and spatial lo
tions with the highest statistical accuracy possible. These
locity measurements allow us to fully characterize the lar
scale flow structure in turbulent convection and answer so
important open questions that are related directly to
physical understanding of convective turbulence. Th
questions include: How is the large-scale circulation, t
spans the height of the cell, generated and sustained? Wh
the connection between the large-scale circulation and
thermal plumes that erupt from the upper and lower bou
ary layers?

While LDV is an ideal technique for the investigatio
attempted here, it can be used only in water and some o
common solvents, in which one can readily seed a sm
amount of micron-sized particles. These particles follow
local flow and at the same time scatter the incident la
light. In the convection experiments using low-temperat
helium gas@4,17,18#, room-temperature compressed gas
@22#, or mercury@19,23# as the working fluid, particle seed
ing is extremely difficult, preventing one from using LD
and other light scattering methods to measure the flow
locity in these systems. Unlike turbulent convection in a g
in which one can vary Ra for many decades, the varia
range of Ra in a liquid system is rather limited~typically 1–2
decades!, because the liquid density cannot be changed v
much. Large fluctuations of the fluid refractive index resu
ing from temperature fluctuations may cause the two la
beams used in LDV to wander and defocus in the convec
fluid. The corruption of laser beam properties reduces
signal-to-noise level of LDV. However, this beam corrupti
occurs mainly near the upper and lower thermal bound
layers, whose thickness is much smaller than that of the
cous boundary layers for large Prandtl number fluids, suc
water. The thermal boundary layer thickness in water is l
than 1 mm when Ra.109.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
first describe the apparatus and the experimental metho
Sec. II. Experimental results are discussed in Sec. III.
nally, the work is summarized in Sec. IV.
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II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment is conducted in a vertical cylindrical c
filled with water. Details about the apparatus have been
scribed elsewhere@24# and here we only mention some ke
points. The side-wall of the cell is made of transparent Ple
glas with an inner diameter of 19 cm and wall thickness
0.63 cm. Three Plexiglas rings with the same diameter
having three different heights, 9.5, 20.3, and 40.7 cm,
used respectively. The corresponding aspect ratios~A
5diameter/height! of the cell areA.2, 1, and 0.5. The up-
per and lower plates are made of brass and their surface
electroplated with a thin layer of gold. Two silicone rubb
film heaters are connected in parallel and sandwiched on
backside of the lower plate to provide a constant and unifo
heating. The upper plate is in contact with a cooling cha
ber, whose temperature is maintained constant by circula
cold water from a temperate bath. The temperature differe
DT between the upper and lower plates are measured by
thermistors embedded in each plate.

The experimental control parameter is the Rayleigh nu
ber Ra5agDTL3/(nk), where g is the gravitational acce
eration, L is the height of the cell, anda, n, and k are,
respectively, the thermal expansion coefficient, the kinem
viscosity, and the thermal diffusivity of the convecting flu
~water!. In the experiment, the average temperature of
bulk fluid is maintained at 30 °C and the correspondi
Prandtl number, Pr5n/k, is fixed at;5.4. The temperature
of the upper and lower plates is regulated within 0.1 °C
standard deviation, which is less than 2.5% of the maxim
DT used in the experiment. To measure the local tempera
fluctuations of the fluid, a stainless steel tube of diameter
mm is installed through the sidewall to guide a small th
mistor into the cell. The tube is mounted on a micromet
controlled translation stage, such that the local tempera
can be measured at various horizontal positions along
cell diameter at the mid-height of the cell. The movable th
mistor is calibrated with an accuracy of 0.01 °C. A Keithle
multimeter is used to measure the resistance of the therm
at a sampling rate of 20 Hz.

Local velocity measurements are conducted by usin
two-component LDV system~TSI Inc.! together with an
argon-ion laser~Coherent Innova 90!. A long rectangular flat
window, 3 cm in width and having the same height as
Plexiglas ring, is inserted onto the Plexiglas rings to ad
the incident laser beams and observe the light scattere
the seed particles. The LDV system has a fiber-optic tra
ceiver, which collects the scattered light in the backwa
direction and feeds it to two photomultiplier tubes via
optical fiber. The cylindrical probe volume viewed by th
photodectors is 1.31 mm in length and 0.09 mm in diame
The analog signals from the photomultiplier tubes are fed
a LDV signal processor~Model IFA-655, TSI Inc.!, which
uses the fast Fourier transform~FFT! to resolve two compo-
nents of the flow velocity. Monodisperse polymer lat
spheres of 4.75mm in diameter are used as the seed p
ticles. Because the density of the particles~1.05 g/cm3)
4-3
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matches closely that of water, they follow the local flo
well.

In the experiment, we vary the measuring position of
local velocity by moving the transceiver probe, which
mounted on a traversable table. The sampling rate of
velocity measurements is 10–15 Hz, which is approximat
ten times larger than the cutoff frequency of the veloc
power spectrum. In the calculation of the velocity statisti
we use the transit time weighting@25# to correct for the ve-
locity sampling bias. Typically, we take 2-h-long time seri
data (;105 data points! at each spatial position for the ve
locity profile measurements and 7-h-long time series da
(;43105 data points! for the velocity histogram and Ra
dependence measurements. This data accumulation tim
much longer than the time scale for the large-scale circ
tion, which is of the order of 1 min, ensuring that the stat
tical average of the flow properties is adequate.

Figure 1 shows the space and velocity coordinates to
used in the presentation of the velocity measurements.
origin of the space coordinate system is chosen to coin
with the cell center. Thex andz axes are in the rotation plan
of the large-scale circulation and they axis is perpendicular
to the rotation plane. The symbolsu, v, and w are used,
respectively, to denote the longitudinal, normal, and trans
sal velocity components near the cell boundaries. As sho
in Fig. 1, u and v represent the velocity components in t
rotation plane andw is the velocity component perpendicul
to it. The rotational speed of the large-scale circulation
described by the mean value ofu. Early temperature mea
surements@23# showed that the azimuth of the large-sca
circulation rotates slowly in time when the cylindrical cell
leveled perfectly. To pin down the azimuthal rotation, w
tilted the cell by a small angle (,1°). Ciliberto et al. @26#
showed that such a small tilt does not affect turbulent c
vection very much.

FIG. 1. Space and velocity coordinates used in the presenta
of the velocity measurements. The long arrows near the sidewa
the convection cell indicate the direction of the large-scale circu
tion.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Velocity profiles in various aspect-ratio cells

1. AÄ1 cell

We first dicuss the velocity measurements in theA51
cell. Some of the results have been reported previously
rapid communication@27#. The velocity profile measure
ments are conducted along two axes; one is along the ce
z axis from the bottom of the cell to the top~‘‘vertical scan’’!
and the other is along the cell diameter at the mid-heigh
the cell~‘‘horizontal scan’’!. These two axes define the rota
tion plane of the large-scale circulation. For each veloc
scan, we measure three velocity components:u, v, andw.

Figure 2 shows the time-averaged velocity compone
ū, v̄ and w̄ @Fig. 2~a!#, and their standard deviations,su ,
sv , andsw @Fig. 2~b!#, as a function of the normalized ve
tical position rz5z/L ~vertical scan!. Figure 3 shows the
time-averaged velocity components,ū and w̄ ~open sym-
bols!, and their standard deviations,su andsw ~closed sym-
bols!, as a function of the normalized horizontal positio
rx5x/D ~horizontal scan!. Because of the limitations of the
LDV optics, we are unable to measure the normal compon
v in the horizontal scan. All the measurements are conduc
at Ra53.73109. It is seen from Figs. 2 and 3 that the flo

on
of
-

FIG. 2. ~a! Time-averaged velocity components,ū ~circles!, v̄
~triangles!, andw̄ ~diamonds!, and~b! their standard deviations,su

~circles!, sv ~triangles!, and sw ~diamonds!, as a function of the
normalized vertical positionrz5z/L. The measurements are mad
in theA51 cell at Ra53.73109. The solid and dashed lines in~a!

are the linear fits to the measuredū ~circles! and v̄ ~triangles!,
respectively.
4-4
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field in the A51 cell has a stable, quasi-two-dimension
~quasi-2D! structure. The mean value of the transversal
locity w̄ is found to be zero in both the vertical and horizo
tal scans. The flow field in the rotation plane is divided in
three regions:~i! the viscous boundary layer,~ii ! the central
core region, and~iii ! the intermediate buffer region.

In the thin viscous boundary layer (0.46<uru<0.5), the
longitudinal velocity ū increases linearly with the distanc
away from the cell boundary and reaches maximum aturu
5r1.0.46. The normal velocity componentv̄ increases
with rz much more slowly and its value aturzu5r1 is only
;1/8 of the correspondingū. Clearly, ū is the dominant
velocity component in the boundary layer andv̄ is negligibly
small. The rms velocitiessu and sw near the conducting
surface reach their maximum values of 5 mm/s a
6.5 mm/s, respectively, aturzu5r1 and then quickly return to
a constant value of;4 mm/s throughout the bulk regio
@see Fig. 2~b!#. The normal velocity variancesv near the
lower surface@see Fig. 2~b!# and the rms velocitiessu and
sw near the sidewall~see Fig. 3!, on the other hand, do no
show a sharp peak near the boundary. Rather, they qui
reach a constant value of;4 mm/s and remain unchange
throughout the bulk region. The fact thatsu andsw exhibit
peak values aturzu5r1 indicates that turbulent velocity fluc
tuations are generated mainly near the upper and lower
ducting surfaces, where the thermal plumes are emitted
termittently. It is seen from Figs. 2 and 3 that veloc
fluctuations in the viscous boundary layer are small wh
compared withū but are larger thanv̄. Using a dual-beam
light scattering method, Xinet al. @13# have studied the scal
ing properties ofū over varying Ra near the viscous boun
ary layer.

In the central core region (uru,0.25), velocity fluctua-
tions become larger than the mean value. They are appr
mately homogeneous across the bulk region and nearly
tropic in all three directions. Despite the large veloc

FIG. 3. Time-averaged velocity components,ū ~open circles!

and w̄ ~open diamonds!, and their standard deviations,su ~closed
circles! andsw ~closed diamonds!, as a function of the normalized
horizontal positionrx5x/D. The measurements are made in t

A51 cell at Ra53.73109. The solid curve shows the measuredū
along thez axis for comparison.
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fluctuations, the flow field still maintains a coherent stru
ture. The measuredū is well described by a linear function
of the radial distancer away from the cell center@solid line
in Fig. 2~a!#. The slope of the straight line forū remains the
same in both the vertical and horizontal scans~see Fig. 3!,
suggesting that the bulk fluid undergoes a coherent rota
around the cell center.

This large-scale coherent rotation~LSCR! is also ob-
served in flow visualization. In the experiment, we use
photographic technique@24# to take streak pictures of sma
thermochromic liquid crystal~TLC! spheres seeded in th
convecting fluid. A thin vertical sheet of white light is shon
through a central section of the convection cell. Figure
shows an instantaneous flow field in theA51 cell. A large-
scale circulation of size comparable to the cell dimension
observed and the ‘eye’ of the circulation is located appro
mately at the cell center. It should be noted that the rotat
pattern shown in Fig. 4 reveals a special moment of the fl
field. A persistent large-scale rotation is found only near
boundary and the flow in the central region looks more
regular and chaotic in other times. This is because the ve
ity fluctuations in the central region are larger than the me
speedū. From the flow visualization, we find that the LSC
is not exactly of circular shape. Rather, the rotation is arou
an ellipse whose long axis is tilted at an angle with respec
the vertical direction~see Fig. 15!. Because of this tilt, the
measured mean velocity has a small vertical~normal! com-
ponentv̄, which can also be fitted to a linear function ofr
@dashed line in Fig. 2~a!#.

The intermediate region between the viscous bound
layer and the central core region is the buffer layer (0
,uru<0.46), which was also called the mixing zone@4#. In
this region, the measuredv̄ continues to increase withrz

5z/L, whereas the measuredū starts to decay but still re
mains larger thanv̄ @see Fig. 2~a!#. As a result, the norma
velocity componentv̄ becomes increasingly important in th
region. The dynamics in the buffer layer is dominated by
mixing and advection of the thermal plumes ejected from
upper and lower thermal boundary layers. Velocity fluctu
tions in this region remain approximately the same as th
in the central region. Their variance is small when compa
with ū but is larger thanv̄.

2. AÄ2 cell

Figure 5 shows the time-averaged velocity compone
ū, v̄ andw̄ @Fig. 5~a!#, and their standard deviations,su , sv
andsw @Fig. 5~b!#, as a function ofrz5z/L. Figure 6 shows
the time-averaged velocity components,ū andw̄ ~open sym-
bols!, and their standard deviations,su andsw ~closed sym-
bols!, as a function ofrx5x/D. All the measurements ar
conducted at Ra54.93108. It is seen from Figs. 5 and 6 tha
the flow field in theA52 cell also has a quasi-2D single-ro
structure. The transversal velocity componentw̄ is found to
be zero in both the vertical and horizontal scans. The lon
tudinal velocity componentū shows a profile similar to tha
in theA51 cell. The flow field in the rotation plane can sti
4-5
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FIG. 4. ~Color! A streak image of the TLC spheres taken in theA51 cell at Ra52.63109. Cold eruptions are brown; green and blu
regions are warmer. The displayed region covers top 2/3 of the convection cell and its dimension is approximately 20 cm314 cm.
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be divided into three regions: a thin viscous boundary lay
a central core region with a large-scale coherent rota
~solid line in Fig. 5!, and an intermediate buffer region. Th
measuredv̄ in the vertical scan is zero, suggesting that t
symmetry axes of the LSCR in theA52 cell coincide with
the space coordinates shown in Fig. 1.

To further verify the flow structure in theA52 cell, we
measure the velocity profile along a vertical axis halfway
between the centralz axis and the sidewall~‘‘halfway verti-
cal scan’’!. The measuredv̄ is found to increase continousl
with the distance away from the lower surface and reach
maximum value at the mid-height of the cell (rz50). This
measurement further confirms the single-roll structure of
LSCR. It is seen from Figs. 5~b! and 6 that the velocity
fluctuations in theA52 cell vary with spatial positions an
with directions. They are neither isotropic nor homogeneo
This is in contrast with the situation in theA51 cell, in
which the velocity fluctuations are approximately homog
neous across the bulk region and nearly isotropic in all th
directions.

3. AÄ0.5 cell

Figure 7 shows the time-averaged velocity compone
ū, v̄, and w̄ @Fig. 7~a!#, and their standard deviations,su ,
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sv , andsw @Fig. 7~b!#, as a function ofrz5z/L. Figure 8

shows the time-averaged velocity components,ū and w̄
~open symbols!, and their standard deviations,su and sw

~closed symbols!, as a function ofrx5x/D. All the measure-
ments are conducted at Ra53.2831010. It is found that the
LSCR in the A50.5 cell is not very stable and wobble
slowly in time when the cell is tilted at the same angle as t
for the other two cells. To further stabilize the LSCR, we t
the A50.5 cell by a larger angle of 1.7°.

The flow field in theA50.5 cell has a similar quasi-2D
single-roll structure as that in theA51 cell. In the rotation
plane, it still can be divided into three regions: a thin visco
boundary layer, a central core region with a large-scale
herent rotation~solid and dashed lines in Fig. 7!, and an
intermediate buffer region. Besides these common pro
ties, the velocity field in theA50.5 cell also shows some
interesting new features. First, the measured normal com
nent v̄ in the central region is larger than the longitudin
componentū, suggesting that the fluid motion is predom
nantly in the vertical direction. Second, the measured r
velocities are larger than their mean values in the entire
gion of the cell. As a result, one is unable to visualize
persistent large-scale circulation in theA50.5 cell. As
shown in Figs. 7~b! and 8, the measured rms velocities in t
4-6
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LARGE-SCALE VELOCITY STRUCTURES IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 036304
A50.5 cell are more scattered than those in theA51 cell.
This is because the LSCR still wobbles somewhat even w
the cell is tilted at a larger angle. Previous experime
@28–31# showed that temperature fluctuations in theA50.5

FIG. 5. ~a! Time-averaged velocity components,ū ~circles!, v̄
~triangles!, andw̄ ~diamonds!, and~b! their standard deviations,su

~circles!, sv ~triangles!, and sw ~diamonds!, as a function of the
normalized vertical positionrz5z/L. The measurements are mad
in the A52 cell at Ra54.93108. The solid line in~a! is the linear

fit to the measuredū ~circles!.

FIG. 6. Time-averaged velocity components,ū ~open circles!

and w̄ ~open diamonds!, and their standard deviations,su ~closed
circles! andsw ~closed diamonds!, as a function of the normalized
horizontal positionrx5x/D. The measurements are made in t

A52 cell at Ra54.93108. The solid curve shows the measuredū
along thez axis for comparison.
03630
n
s

cell drift slowly with time and their histograms have a no
exponential form. It was suggested@28,29# that these effects
are caused by a wobbly LSCR. The velocity measureme
shown in Figs. 7 and 8 provide direct evidence to supp
this argument.

FIG. 7. ~a! Time-averaged velocity components,ū ~circles!, v̄
~triangles!, andw̄ ~diamonds!, and~b! their standard deviations,su

~circles!, sv ~triangles! and sw ~diamonds!, as a function of the
normalized vertical positionrz5z/L. The measurements are mad
in theA50.5 cell at Ra53.2831010. The solid and dashed lines ar

the linear fits to the measuredū ~circles! and v̄ ~triangles!, respec-
tively.

FIG. 8. Time-averaged velocity components,ū ~open circles!

and w̄ ~open diamonds!, and their standard deviations,su ~closed
circles! andsw ~closed diamonds!, as a function of the normalized
horizontal positionrx5x/D. The measurements are made in t
A50.5 cell at Ra53.2831010. The solid curve shows the measure

ū along thez axis for comparison.
4-7
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B. Rayleigh number dependence

In the above, we discuss the velocity measurements
fixed value of Ra. We now show how the velocity profi
changes with the Rayleigh number. We focus our atten
on the velocity measurements in theA51 cell with Ra var-
ied in the range 109<Ra<1010. Figure 9 shows the time
averaged velocity componentsū, v̄ ~open symbols!, and
their standard deviations,su and sv ~closed symbols!, as a
function of rz5z/L. The measured velocity profiles at R
58.63109 show a structure similar to those measured
Ra53.73109 ~see Fig. 2!. The transversal velocity compo
nent w̄ is found to be zero and the flow field in the rotatio
plane has the same quasi-2D single-roll structure. Th
measurements reveal that the LSCR shown in Figs. 2 an
is invariant with Ra.

Figure 10 shows the time-averaged velocity profileū(rz)
and the rms velocity profilesu(rz) in the vertical scan a
three different values of Ra. It is seen that the measu
ū(rz) for different values of Ra can all be brought into c
incidence, onceū(rz) is scaled by its maximum valueumax.
Plots of ū(rz)/umax vs rz /L remain invariant and onlyumax
changes with Ra. Similar scaling behavior is also obser
for the rms velocity profilesu(rz). Figure 10 thus suggest
that the flow structure in a given cell is invariant with R
While the measured velocity profiles over varying Ra in t
same cell scale with each other, the velocity profiles obtai
from different cells with varying aspect ratios do not scale
is shown in Sec. III A that the shape of the LSCR and its
anglea vary with the aspect ratio of the cell~see Fig. 15!.
Therefore, we conclude that the spatial structure of
LSCR scales with Ra but its exact form depends on the sh
of the convection cell.

Because of its scaling behavior, the LSCR can be cha
terized by a single parameter. It is either the maximum ro

FIG. 9. Time-averaged velocity components,ū ~open circles!

and v̄ ~open triangles!, and their standard deviations,su ~closed
circles! and sv ~closed triangles!, as a function of the normalized
vertical positionrz5z/L. The measurements are made in theA
51 cell at Ra58.63109. The solid and dashed lines are the line

fits to the measuredū ~open circles! andv̄ ~open triangles!, respec-
tively.
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tion speedūmax or the rotation rategu obtained from the
slope of the linear longitudinal velocity profileū(rz) shown
in Fig. 2. In the experiment,gu is determined more accu
rately because it is obtained by a linear fit to many d
points. Because the measuredū(rz) over varying Ra scales
with each other, the Ra dependence ofūmax must be the same
as that forgu . Figure 11 shows the normalized rotation ra
guL2/k ~open circles! and the normalized maximum rotatio
speed 2umaxL/k ~closed circles! as a function of Ra. The two

FIG. 10. ~a! Normalized velocity componentū/umax and~b! its
standard deviationsu /(su)max as a function of the normalized ver
tical positionrz5z/L. The measurements are made in theA51 cell
at Ra51.73109 ~squares!, 3.73109 ~circles!, and 8.13109 ~dia-
monds!.

FIG. 11. Normalized rotation rateguL2/k ~open circles! and
normalized maximum rotation speedumaxL/k ~closed circles! as a
function of Ra in theA51 cell. The solid line shows the power-law
fit guL2/k51.1Ra0.45.
4-8
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LARGE-SCALE VELOCITY STRUCTURES IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 036304
quantities are normalized in such a way that they beco
equal whenumax/(L/2)5gu . It is seen that the measure
guL2/k is well described by a power lawghL2/k51.1Rae

~solid line! with the exponente50.4560.06. Figure 11
shows that the Ra scaling of the measured 2umaxL/k is in-
deed the same as that forguL2/k, but its amplitude is 22%
larger thanguL2/k.

Using a dual-beam light scattering method, Xinet al. @13#
measured the maximum rotation speed and fou
2umaxL/k.0.8Ra0.5. Because of the limited Ra range, it
difficult to resolve the small difference between the two v
ues of the exponent within the experimental uncertaint
We notice, however, that the value ofe obtained from Fig. 11
is slightly closer to 3/7 or 4/9 than to 1/2@4,5,32#. We also
find that the measured values ofguL2/k andumaxL/k in the
other two cells do not scale with the data shown in Fig.
This suggests that the absolute value ofgu ~or umax) varies
with the aspect ratio of the cell as well.

C. Velocity statistics

We now discuss the statistical properties of velocity flu
tuations in theA51 cell. Figure 12 shows the measure
velocity histogramsH(u), H(v), andH(w) at various ver-
tical positionsrz5z/L. It is seen that the measured veloci
histograms in the three different directions at the cell cen
can all be well described by a Gaussian function over

FIG. 12. Measured velocity histograms~a! H(u), ~b! H(v), and
~c! H(w) at various vertical positionsrz5z/L. The measurement
are made in theA51 cell at Ra53.73109. The values ofrz are:~a!
20.46 ~diamonds!, 20.15 ~triangles!, 0 ~circles!; ~b! 20.40 ~dia-
monds!, 20.25 ~triangles!, 0 ~circles!; and ~c! 20.44 ~diamonds!,
and 0 ~circles!. The dashed curves show the Gaussian fits to
measuredH(u), H(v), andH(w) at the cell center.
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amplitude range of almost 4 decades~dashed curves!. The
measuredH(u) starts to deviate from the Gaussian form a
becomes more and more asymmetric whenrz is moved far-
ther away from the cell center. It is skewed toward the ne
tive side with respect to the mean flowū, having the largest
skewness at the edge of the viscous boundary layeruru
.0.46). At this location,ū reaches maximum. The measure
H(v) shows a behavior similar to that ofH(u). The negative
skewness at large velocities indicates that while the lar
scale mean flow carries most thermal plumes in one dir
tion, there are still some energetic thermal plumes emit
from the opposite surface moving against the mean flow

Because there is no mean flow in the direction perp
dicular to the rotation plane, the measuredH(w) is symmet-
ric and its skewness is approximately zero at all locatio
The width of the measuredH(w) ~i.e., the rms velocity!
becomes maximum at the edge of the viscous bound
layer. It is seen from Fig. 12 that both the measuredH(u)
andH(w) in the central region exhibit two small bumps ne
the zero mean, indicating that there is a small oscillation
the measured horizontal velocity components. In fact,
have observed this velocity oscillation directly from the tim
series data@27#. The emergence of the velocity oscillation
an intriguing feature of turbulent convection and we w
discuss details of the oscillation in a separate paper@33#. We
also measured the velocity histograms in the horizontal s
and find results similar to those shown in Fig. 12. The m
sured histograms in the other two cells show behavior sim
to that in theA51 cell.

D. Driving force for the large-scale coherent rotation

The above velocity measurements clearly show that
flow field in all three cells has a quasi-2D single-roll stru
ture. To find the driving force for the LSCR, we condu
additional flow visualization and temperature measureme
in theA51 cell. From the flow visualization we observe th
the thermal plumes emitted from the upper and lower s
faces are often sheared to the sidewall region by the la
scale horizontal flow near the conducting surface. As a res
warm fluids rise along one side of the cell and cold fluids f
on the opposite side of the cell. Regions occupied by
warm and cold plumes coincide with the buffer layers ne
the sidewall, in which the time-averaged longitudinal velo
ity ū reaches maximum. As shown in Fig. 3, the maximu
longitudinal velocityumax near the sidewall is larger tha
that near the two conducting surfaces.

It should be noted, however, thatumax also depends on the
aspect ratio of the convection cell. In theA52 cell ~see Fig.
6!, the measuredumax near the sidewall is smaller than th
near the upper and lower conducting surfaces. This is
cause the vertical flow near the sidewall occupies lar
space than the horizontal flow near the conducting surfa
does. The continuity equation requires that the flow in
two different directions must carry the same amount of flu
The situation in theA50.5 cell is reversed, and indeed th
measuredumax near the sidewall becomes dominant over t
horizontalumax ~see Fig. 8!.

e
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X.-L. QUI AND P. TONG PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 036304
From the velocity measurements together with the fl
visualization, we arrive at the following driving mechanis
for the LSCR. The outer region of the rotation~i.e., the
buffer layers around the cell periphery! is the active region
that drives the LSCR. Thermal plumes erupt into the reg
from the upper and lower thermal boundary layers, and m
of them are sheared to the sidewall region by the large-s
horizontal flow near the conducting surfaces. The warm
cold plumes, which are separated laterally in the two opp
ing sidewall regions, exert buoyancy forces to the bulk flu
and drive the vertical flow near the sidewall. This vertic
flow in turn enhances the horizontal flow near the upper
lower conducting surfaces. This is a self-feeding proce
which connects the thermal plumes with the LSCR. The c
tral core region is ‘‘sheared’’ by the rising and falling plum
near the side wall, resulting in a constant mean velocity g
dient in the region. Velocity fluctuations in the central regi
of theA51 cell are approximately homogeneous and isot
pic. They are strong enough to fully mix the thermal plum
that occasionally penetrate into the region.

To further verify this physical picture, we measure t
temperature fluctuations at various horizontal positions,rx
5x/D, at the mid-height of the cell. Figure 13 shows t
time series measurements at three horizontal positionsrx
510.42 ~top curve!, 0 ~middle curve!, and20.42 ~bottom
curve!. These three positions are all located in the rotat
plane of the LSCR. Temperature fluctuations at the cell c
ter are characterized by small spikes, which are intermit
in nature and are symmetric about the mean temperaturT̄.
This indicates that the thermal plumes are fully mixed in

FIG. 13. Time series measurements of the temperature fluc
tions at three horizontal positions:rx510.42 ~top curve!, 0
~middle curve!, and 20.42 ~bottom curve!. These three positions
are all located in the rotation plane of the LSCR and at the m
height of the cell. The measurements are made in theA51 cell at
Ra53.33109.
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central region of the cell. Near the sidewall, however, te
perature fluctuations are found to be highly skewed tow
one direction. Cold fluctuations are superposed on an a
age base line on one side of the cell and warm fluctuati
are found on the other side of the cell. These upward~down-
ward! going spikes are associated with the rising warm~fall-
ing cold! plumes in the sidewall region.

The spatial separation of the warm and cold plumes
also reflected in the measured rms temperature profile sh
in Fig. 14~b!. The measuredsT /DT is small and remains
constant in the central region of the cell. It becomes large
the sidewall region and reaches a maximum value at
same horizontal locations as those at which the rising
falling velocities become maximum. The lateral separation
the warm and cold plumes also affects the mean tempera
profile in the horizontal scan. As shown in Fig. 14~a!, the
time-averaged temperatureT̄(rx) on the right side of the cel
having more warm plumes is higher than that on the left s
of cell with more cold plumes. The measuredT̄(rx) in the
bulk region is well described by a linear function with
slopedT/dx.1.3 mK/mm~solid line!.

Because of the rotational symmetry of the LSCR, o
would expect that there will be a stabilizing temperature g
dient of similar amplitude in the vertical direction. Indee
Tilgner et al. @11# has observed this stabilizing temperatu
gradient,dT/dz.1.1 mK/mm, at a slightly smaller Rayleig
number, Ra51.13109. Figure 14 thus reveals the cause

a-

- FIG. 14. ~a! Time-averaged temperature profileT̄ as a function
of the normalized horizontal positionrx5x/D. The solid line is a
linear fit to the data points in the central region.~b! Normalized rms
temperature profilesT /DT as a function ofrx . All the measure-
ments are made in theA51 cell at Ra53.33109.
4-10
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LARGE-SCALE VELOCITY STRUCTURES IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 036304
the small temperature gradient in the turbulent bulk region
is also seen from Fig. 14~a! that the mean temperature profi
changes abruptly near the side wall. This abrupt tempera
change of;0.2 °C occurs in a thin layer of thickness;6
mm, which is comparable to the velocity boundary lay
thickness~see Fig. 3!. The corresponding temperature grad
ent is ;33 mK/mm, which is much smaller than the tem
perature gradient (DT/2d).q3103 mk/mm near the uppe
and lower conducting surfaces. Clearly, this ‘‘thermal boun
ary layer’’ is caused by the poor mixing inside the visco
boundary layer near the sidewall.

Recently, Villermaux@34# proposed a model aimed at e
plaining the emission dynamics of the thermal plumes
turbulent convection. The model assumes that the unst
modes~i.e., the thermal plumes! in the upper and lower ther
mal boundary layers interact via a delayed nonlinear c
pling with a time constantt0.u/L, whereu is the rising~or
falling! speed of the thermal plumes. Because of this dela
coupling, the thermal plumes are excited alternately betw
the upper and lower boundary layers with a local freque
f 0.(1/2t0). This model explains the experimental findin
that the temperature power spectrum has a peak at low
quency, which varies with the rotational speed of the lar
scale circulation@33#.

Villermaux’s model focused on the emission dynamics
the thermal plumes and did not discuss the dynamic co
quence of the alternating plume emission to the flow fie
From the velocity measurements and the visualization
cussed above, we now have a complete physical pict
which links the local plume emission to the global flo
structure. Because of the buoyancy acceleration, the the
plumes exert vertical forces on the bulk fluid. An alternati
eruption of the thermal plumes, therefore, gives rise to
periodic impulsive force to the fluid. Because of the late
separation of the warm and cold plumes, the vertical ther
forcing becomes a periodic impulsive torque in the plum
dominated sidewall region. It is this periodic torque th
drives the LSCR continuously. In a recent experiment@27#,
Qiu et al. have found a well-defined oscillation in the velo
ity power spectrum.

E. Thermal plumes in the buffer layer

From the flow visualization we observe that not all t
thermal plumes emitted from the upper and lower surfa
are carried to the sidewall region. Some thermal plumes
mixed in the buffer layer near the conducting surfaces.
therefore refer these two horizontal buffer layers as the m
ing layers. In the vertical buffer layers near the sidew
however, most thermal plumes are carried to the up
~lower! conducting surface by the rising~falling! flow with-
out much turbulent mixing. These two vertical buffer laye
are referred to as the advecting layers.

The characteristic length~i.e., the width! of a thermal
plume is the thermal boundary layer thicknessd. With this
length scale, one finds the thermal diffusion time~i.e., the
‘‘life time’’ of a typical thermal plume! is tT.d2/k and the
viscous diffusion time~i.e., the acceleration time for a typica
thermal plume! is tv.d2/n. Using the experimental value
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obtained in the A51 cell: d.1 mm ~at Ra53.73109), k
.1.4731023 cm2/s, and n.8.031023 cm2/s ~at 30 °C),
we havetv.1.25 s andtT.6.8 s. Because of the eruptiv
nature of the thermal plumes, the plume velocity is com
rable to the normal rms velocitysv . If the smallest rms
velocity sv.2 mm/s near the conducting surface@see Fig.
2~b!# is taken as the ascending velocity of a thermal plu
during the acceleration, we find the acceleration dista
da.svtv.2.5 mm, which is deep inside the viscous boun
ary layer. Using the mixing length theory@32#, we find the
maximum rms velocity sv.Pec@(L/2)2uz1u#k/d2

.4 mm/s atz1.292.5 mm (rz520.46). Here we have
taken the critical Pe´clet number Pec53 @Ref. @32##. The cal-
culated sv is very close to the measured valuesv.4.5
mm/s. With the calculatedsv , we find the corresponding
traveling distancedp.svtT.30 mm. It is seen from Fig. 2
that the measured vertical velocityv̄ reaches maximum a
this distance (rz520.35).

The above numerical calculation supports the followi
‘‘life cycle’’ for an individual thermal plume emitted from
the conducting surface. It first accelerates within the visc
boundary layer and then travels through the bulk part of
mixing layer with a terminal velocity comparable tosv .
Finally, the thermal plume is shattered and mixed with t
surrounding fluid in the border region between the mixi
layer and the central region, in which the convecting flu
becomes fully mixed. This dynamic process was first d
cussed in a theoretical model by Castainget al. @4# It should
be pointed out that this mixing dynamics applies only to t
individual plumes, whose characteristic size~or width! is
comparable to the thermal boundary layer thicknessd. Be-
cause their life timetT is short, these thermal plumes cann
reach to the opposite conducting surface.

The rising and falling plumes near the sidewall, therefo
must be a new class of plumes, whose life time is longer t
d2/k. From the flow visualization we observe that the th
mal plumes in the sidewall region often group together wh
moving across the cell. Individual plumes are observ
rarely near the sidewall. When two thermal plumes comb
into one, the characteristic size of the ‘‘composite plume’’
doubled and thus its life time is quadrupled. In a recent
periment@33#, we find that in theA51 cell it takest0.28 s
for a rising plume to reach the upper surface. When t
thermal plumes form a ‘‘composite plume,’’ its lifetime be
comestT.(2d)2/k.27.2 s, which is very close to the mea
sured cell crossing time.

From the above observations, we conclude that there
two types of thermal plumes in turbulent convection. Type
plumes are individual ones with a short life time, and type
plumes are composite ones having a longer life time. For
‘‘composite plumes,’’ the thermal diffusion is not very im
portant and their rising~or falling! velocity ~proportional to
ū) can be estimated by balancing the buoyancy with
viscous drag. At a fixed Ra, we have@4# umax
;Rak(nd)2/L3, wherend is the typical size of the ‘‘com-
posite plume.’’ The exact numerical factor forumax depends
on the shape of the ‘‘composite plume.’’ Clearly, the form
tion of ‘‘composite plumes’’ is a collective behavior of th
4-11
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X.-L. QUI AND P. TONG PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 036304
thermal plumes under the influence of the large-scale h
zontal flow near the conducting surface. We believe that b
types of thermal plumes contribute to the heat transport p
cess in turbulent convection and their relative weight ne
to be determined experimentally.

IV. SUMMARY

We have carried out a systematic study of the large-s
velocity structures in turbulent thermal convection. The e
periment is conducted in three different aspect ratio c
filled with water. Laser Doppler velocimetry is used to me
sure the velocity profiles and statistics over varying Rayle
numbers and at various spatial positions across the w
convection cell. The results obtained in the aspect-ratioA
51 cell are compared with those in theA52 andA50.5
cells.

Large velocity fluctuations are found both in the cent
region and near the cell boundary. Despite the large velo
fluctuations, the flow field still maintains a large-sca
quasi-2D structure, which rotates in a coherent manner.
ure 15 shows the sketch of the coherent single-roll struc
observed in the three convection cells. These flow structu
scale with Ra and can be divided into three regions in
rotation plane: a thin viscous boundary layer, a central c
region with a coherent rigid-body rotation, and an interm
diate buffer region. It is seen from Fig. 15 that the LSCR
not exactly of circular shape. Rather, the rotation is aroun
tilted ellipse. It is found that the tilt anglea with respect to
the vertical direction varies with the aspect ratio of the c
but is not sensitive to Ra. The fact that a quasi-2D single-
structure is found in all three cells suggests that the LSC
not the remnant of the convection rolls formed at low Ra
leigh numbers, rather, it is a unique new state of turbul
convection.

From the flow visualization and the temperature measu
ments, we find that the thermal plumes emitted from
upper and lower surfaces are often sheared to the side
region by the large-scale horizontal flow near the conduc
surface. The warm and cold plumes, which are separ
laterally in the two opposing sidewall regions, exert buo
ancy forces to the bulk fluid and drive the vertical flow ne

FIG. 15. Sketch of the large-scale quasi-two-dimensional fl
structure observed in the~a! A52, ~b! A51, and~c! A50.5 cells.
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the sidewall. This vertical flow in turn enhances the horizo
tal flow near the conducting surfaces, providing a se
feeding mechanism, which drives the LSCR continuous
Under this mechanism, the outer region of the rotation~i.e.,
the buffer layers around the cell periphery! is the plume-
dominant active region that drives the LSCR. The cen
core region is ‘‘sheared’’ by the vertical flow near the sid
wall, resulting in a constant mean velocity gradient in t
region.

This spatial separation of the active and passive regi
has important implications to the physical understanding
turbulent convection. First, it suggests that the boundary c
dition of the sidewall is important in determining the flo
structure in small aspect-ratio cells, such as those used in
present experiment. Second, it affects the scaling of sm
scale velocity fluctuations over varying length scales. R
cently, several theoretical calculations@35–37# have sug-
gested that the velocity differencedv(l ) in turbulent
convection changes its scaling behavior when the separa
l becomes larger than the Bolgiano scalel B . At large
length scales (l .l B), buoyancy is important and one ha
the Bolgiano-Obukhov scaling:dv(l );l 3/5. At smaller
length scales, however,dv(l ) obeys the usual Kolmogorov
scaling: dv(l );l 1/3. The experiment indicates that th
crossover may vary with the spatial position in the cell.

Finally, the spatial separation of the active and pass
regions may also affect the Ra-scaling of the mean and
velocities. As discussed in Sec. III E, there are two types
thermal plumes in turbulent convection. Individual plum
emitted from the upper and lower surfaces have short
times and some of them are mixed in the horizontal mix
layers. Other thermal plumes, however, group together un
the influence of the large-scale horizontal flow near the c
ducting surface and form ‘‘composite plumes.’’ These ‘‘com
posite plumes’’ have longer life times and thus can tra
through the vertical advecting layer and get to the oppo
conducting surface. From the flow visualization and the
locity measurements, we find that the large-scale circula
~i.e., the mean flow! is driven mainly by the ‘‘composite
plumes’’ near the sidewall, whereas the velocity fluctuatio
are produced primarily by the individual plumes. Becau
thermal diffusion is less important to the ‘‘composi
plumes,’’ their rising~or falling! velocity ~proportional to the
mean flow! may have a different Ra-scaling from that of th
rms velocity. In scaling theories of turbulent convectio
@1,2,4#, the mean velocity of the large-scale flow is ofte
used as the characteristic velocity, whereas the role playe
the rms velocity, which is much larger than the mean vel
ity in the bulk region, has not been studied in great deta

The present experiment provides an interesting exam
to demonstrate how otherwise random unstable modes
closed system are organized in both space and time to
erate a large-scale flow structure, which rotates in a cohe
manner. The formation of the LSCR makes turbulent conv
tion a unique and ideal system to explore new ways of se
rating small-scale fluctuations from the large-scale cohe
structures in turbulence@38#.
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